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"grandmother",, and "grandfather" too-*-)

Yeah, you could. : • . . . •,

'(Would it make a,difference as far,as the way you felt towards

these'people whether it waA.realty your mother's mother or

whether it was maybe one of her sisters or someone like that?

I mean, were there certain grandmothers,you might be closer to

than others?;) ' <* ,

I had feeling for all of them, I don't think there's any

difference.

<How is a mother supposed to be, with her son? . Does she talk

much with him?) . ' .

Yeah, they .do. * They-talk to them just like—

(Is there anything that maybe a mother and her son couldn't

talk about.—or could they joke or anything like that?)

Oh, they might joke a little, but they don't joke with their

.mothers\

(Would a man feel like he could discuss anything personal "with

his mother? Come out and talk•it over with her?)

Yeah, yeah^ \ . " •.

(I was.just wondering if he'd be more inclined to confide in

-his father on certain things than with his mother?)

Yeah, they could\talk things over.

(How about a father'and. his -daughter—how are they supposed
V *

to treat each other?)

Well, the girls just know .they got a father, that's all. They

don't talk - much, with\ their daughters. They really have a

respect for their girls. . ' •;

(Do they show this in some way—ever?* , '

We^l, they just don't like.' to say things in front of them, or

tell them things that.aih't supposed to be known—

(Would a mother ever m'ayb̂  feel that way towards he,r son—where

she wouldn't want to say certain thing's in front of him?)

Sure, they do. " • ' - .

-.(What about with a grandparent—would you ever feel like there's

.certain things you shouldn't say .in front of your grandparents?)

• Yeah.' - - . i> , : • • • j
(What,kind of things?) - . ' ' , '< /


